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Articles related to upcoming SCOTUS cases

Steve Brachmann, Dex Media: Supreme Court to Determine Scope of Judicial Review of IPR Institution Decisions (June 25, 2019), available here.


Lucky Brand and Marcel Fashions’ Nearly 20 Year-Long Fight to Go Before Supreme Court (July 1, 2019), available here.

Steve Brachmann, The Trademark Cases the Supreme Court Will Hear Next Term (July 7, 2019), available here.

Kyle Jahner, Justices to Say When Trademark Infringers Can Lose Profits, (June 28, 2019), available here.
Supreme Court Will Consider When Trademark Infringers May Be Forced to Hand Over Their Profits (July 25, 2019), available here.


Other articles


Issie Lapowsky, Supreme Court Deals Blow to Apple in Antitrust Case (May 13, 2019), available here.


Jason Del Rey, Amazon may soon face an antitrust probe. Here are 3 questions the FTC is asking about it (June 4, 2019), available here.


